
K-FEE ONE
ONE FOR ALL



Compact and sleek with premium features.

THE ONE IS ONE FOR EVERYONE
One for quality: the new K-fee ONE is the lowest-pri-
ced entry model in the K-fee capsule system range. 
Enter a world of indulgence with premium K-fee tech-
nology, intelligent features, and clever details. The design 
is subtly stunning. It has rounded edges without being 
round. It is angular without being square. In other words, 
the design appeals to a broad target group – and espe-
cially anyone looking to switch from a different system. 
One for everywhere: the K-fee ONE is extremely slim 
(11.3 cm) and not too tall, so it can fit into even the 
smallest of spaces. And yet it doesn’t look as tiny as 
some of our competitors’ most compact machines.
 
How is it to operate? So intuitive. How are the fea-
tures? Excellent. One for all K-fee specialty beverages: 
the K-fee ONE also offers the full multi-beverage cap-
sule variety: espresso, lungo, large cups of filter coffee, 
tea, cappuccino with milk capsules, chai latte, and hot 
chocolate.

ELEGANT DESIGN  
AND SIMPLICITY AT ITS BEST 



Compatible with water filters

Extremely quiet

Ideal for espresso, lungo,  
cappuccino, and more

Slim design (only 11.3 cm)

Heating-time of  
around 15 seconds

Height-adjustable drip tray

Removable water tank  
(0.8 liters)

SPECIFICATIONS

•  L x B x H: 366 x 113  x 254 mm
•  Pump pressure of up to 19 bar
•  Weight: 2.5 kg
•  Length of cable: 0.68 m

Automatic switch-off (90 seconds)

Programmable cup-fill volume

Capsule container (up to ten capsules)

Since 2011, this versatile, multi-beverage system 
has been winning the hearts around the globe. 

With K-fee, you can enjoy a unique experience with de-
licious premium-quality speciality drinks at the touch of 
a button, just like in a café. 

Thanks to the Duo-Pressure technology, every 
K-fee capsule machine can prepare espresso

with a stunning hazelnut-brown crema and also coffee 
without crema in the style of brewed coffee. 

K-fee is open-minded and flavour knows no bounds. 
That‘s why many major brands have joined the 

K-fee system and are offering capsules, including wellknown 
coffee, tea and chocolate brands, as well as emerging new-
comers.

ALL OF THE PREMIUM STANDARDS FROM 
THE WORLD OF K-FEE – AND MORE
•  Three buttons: small cup (e.g. espresso), large cup (e.g. 

lungo, filter coffee, tea), button for milk capsules.
•  Drip tray for espresso and lungo cups up to a height

of 82 mm. Max. cup height without drip tray: 146 mm.
•  The copper look is a global trend in the world of interior 

design – it’s perfect for all things coffee and indulgence.
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